Libros recientes sobre historia de la agricultura e historia rural
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RESUMEN: Se relacionan los libros publicados entre 1989 y 1990 sobre historia de la agricultura e historia de la sociedad y la economía rural que más difusión han tenido en los circuitos comerciales internacionales, preferentemente de influencia anglosajona. La lista ofrecida completa otra anterior aparecida en el primer número de esta revista. De ella, quedan excluidas las publicaciones españolas.
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ABSTRAT: An account of the books which have been published from 1989 to 1990 and which have had a wide spread in international markets, dealing with the History of Agriculture and the History of Rural Economy and Society is given, showing a remarkable anglosaxon influence. The list given completes another one which appeared in the first issue of this magazine. Spanish publications are excluded.
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Change and continuity: rural settlement in north-west Lincolnshire. HMSO.


Innovation and conservation: Ernest Edward Cook (1865-1955) and his country estates (1989). Reading: University of reading & Institut of Agricultural History.
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